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t No One Tells You series gives "been there, freaked out about that"
advice for expectant parents The 4th title in Dawn Dais's popular
parenting series, The Sh!The fourth book in Dawn Dais's popular Sh!Never
to worry! Dawn is here, prepared to shepherd you through the knowledge
of one body taking on the duty of growing another body.t No 1 LETS YOU
KNOW About Pregnancy is quite possibly the funniest, and most heartfelt,
yet. After all, pregnancy is not about scanning Pinterest for baby
shower celebration themes and registering for ironic onesies, and
sometimes the less flattering aspects of gestation have a way of dimming
a bit of that so-called pregnancy glow. (Spoiler alert: It ain't always
fairly.)Dawn covers it all, sharing professional lists, tips, warnings,
and also a number of Parent-Training Workouts made to increase visitors'
tolerance to the many indignities of parenthood, like peeing with an
target audience and surviving an afternoon in Chuck E. Cheese.The Sh!t
No One Tells You About Pregnancy is a must-have guidebook for expectant
moms (and their companions!) who are seeking some counsel, humor, and
camaraderie throughout their ultimate countdown to parenthood.
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. This book made me both laugh and cry (thanks a lot hormones) I will be
purchasing a copy for all of my girlfriends as they get pregnant! Not
giving 5 superstars because I desire it got just a little more
technology in it, but it’s mostly simply first hands accounts of what
folks have felt throughout their own pregnancies (which is very helpful
too! Great buy Funny.. therefore far it's assisting to maintain her from
looking things up online and scaring herself lol. There's a lot of stuff
about being pregnant you don't know until you've been through it and she
was happy to have something to help ease her brain about some of her
fears. As an initial time mom, I’m terrified.. Fun book Very
entertaining - her tales on how to proceed to get ready are hilarious! I
really like the reality and am an authentic and practical person myself
and prefer to be prepared for the good AND the bad which book is perfect
with a hint of sarcasm ?? Was a gift. I evening this for my niece this
pregnant with her 1st baby. THEREFORE I went into this book with
honestly not high expectations because for reasons uknown in my own head
if a reserve has anything significantly less than 41/2 superstars I just
won’t like it. She stated it's hilarious.10/10 would recommend this book
Cute but not useful This book provides some humor but it isn't as useful
for practical information, specifically for a first time mom. I also
just like the letters to bean and think I’ll write them from right here
on out. humor to a terrifying situation Definitely enjoy the shit nobody
lets you know type books on the formal this is exactly what happens
every day and week of pregnancy type books. Real advice This was a
straightforward read and included information that I possibly could
easily relate to! I love reading that another person experienced the
same fears and worries. I ended up buying What To Expect following this
book.We’m sure there’s some closed minders out there who could be
offended it’s from an same sex few but I like the various perspective
personally, I think it’s neat and modern day. Sent as something special
Daughter really enjoys this book Not very informative Not at all
informative for first time mothers. I've resided under a rock and learn
than this publication..Great Read We am a nurse so I know a bit on the
subject of the medical “stuff” that occurs to a woman’s body during
being pregnant so I wanted a publication that was extremely blunt and
honest about the other aspects of pregnancy! Entirely juvenile and
uninformative. I could go through a crap BuzzFeed 10 things content and
get more info.And as far as the Kindle edition goes, there were
hyperlinks everywhere and strangely formatted paragraphs, as well as
random '&' symbols.. Hilarious title I purchased this as something
special for a friend who just discovered she was expecting her first
kid, and she got a kick out of the title.) Best pregnancy book This is
without doubt the best pregnancy book I have. The writer is hilarious
and has a sarcastic love of life like I really do. I recommend this for
a non-sciencey addition to preg book library, Good for new moms Perfect
gift for someone expecting Good read while pregnant Helps you process

what you are going through and what others possess gone through..
Honest. I really had a need to hear this! Information regarding the book
Bought for both my pregnant daughters loved how it offers the most
current and new information regarding pregnancy and birth Hilarious and
refreshing! The few already has a toddler they're fostering but she's
never had a child. Well this reserve is completely underrated! It had
been HILARIOUS and kept me glued to the webpages, with useful
information and just true like accounts of pregnancy.! I would suggest
this reserve to anyone seeking to get pregnant or who is pregnant!
strategy to use! It did have a joking aspect to the whole publication
but I experienced as though I didn't learn anything.
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